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Abstract-This p,aper studies the structure and implementation of a specially formulated adaptive 
grid method for com.puting the numerical solution of a class of degenerate semilinear quenching 
problems. Modified arc-length procedures are used in both the space and time for robust adjustments 
of the spatial and temporal discretisations throughout the computation. A Milne-like device is 
introduced in the error estimation and control of the computational error. The numerical solution 
generated converges monotonically to the physical solution of the underlying problem up to the 
quenching time. Numerical examples are given for demonstrating our conclusions. @ 2000 Elsevier 
Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Many important physical and engineering processes, such as the combustion in gas engines, can 
be described through degenerate partial differential equations possessing singular or near-singular 
source terms [l-4]. Rates of changes of the solutions of such equations may blow up, or become 
unbounded, in finite time when certain physical parameters, such as the size of the combustor, 
reach their critical values. The phenomenon is often referred to as quench in engineering and 
industrial applications. The singularities involved are often difficult to describe via traditional 
fixed-grid numerical methods. 
Let u, T be the temperature and size parameter of the combustor, respectively. For given 
T < co, we consider the following degenerate nonlinear heat problem associated with the null 
boundary temperature: 
x%t = t&z + c(x)uz + f(u), O<x<r, O<tcT, (1.1) 
u(x,O)=urJ, o<x<r; u(O,t)=u(r,t)=O, O<t<T, (14 
where Q 2 0, 0 5 ue c 1, and us(O) = IQ(T) = 0. The source function f(u) is monotonically 
increasing for 0 5 u < 1 with 
f(Q) = E > 0, lim f(u) = 00. 
u-+1- 
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The above problem provides a fundamental model to many important quenching processes (see 
[1,2,5,6] and references therein). Significant research on the problem has been carried out in the 
last 25 years since Kawarada’s original work [7]. It has been shown that there exists a finite rq,c 
such that when r < rg,cr the global solution of (1.1),(1.2), exists, and when r 2 rq,,-, there exists 
a finite Tq,c such that 
lim maxu. = 1, 
t-T,,, x 
t lip ut = 03. 
- ‘I,= 
Discussions on more detailed mathematical properties of the quenching problem (1.1),(1.2) and 
its applicable numerical methods can be found in numerous recent publications including those 
by Chan, Deng, Mooney and Sheng. Significant results have been obtained [2,4-6,8], though 
difficulties remain in reliable and efficient computations of critical references such as rq,c and T,,,. 
Based on our previous investigations on temporal adaptive schemes, in this paper, we will 
propose an efficient and accurate method for computing the references and solutions of problem 
(1.1),(1.2). Adaptive mechanism in both time and space will be developed to achieve a high 
reliability during the calculation. Cubic spline approximations will be used to overcome grid 
perturbations caused by the rearrangement of the discretization positions in space, and to smooth 
the computational procedure. Conditional monotonicity of the numerical solution is established 
and appropriate local error analysis is discussed. The computational results are accurate and 
reliable as predicted. 
2. DISCRETIZATIONS AND THE BASIC ALGORITHM 
Let y = x/r. Problem (1.1),(1.2) can then be restructured into the following uniformed quench- 
ing problem: 
--'u. + c(ry) u + l 1 Ut = r4+2yq yy rq+lyq ' -+f(u), 0 < Y < 1, 0 < t < T, (2.1) 
u(ry, 0) = ~0, OLyIl; ~(0, t) = u(r, t) = 0, 0 < t < T. (2.2) 
Given N > 0, we define a nonuniform partition fly over the interval [0, l] : f12N = { yo, yl, . . . , Y~+~}, 
where ya = 0, yj = yj-1 + hj, hj > 0, j = 1,2,. . . , N + 1, and y~+l = 1. Further, based on ON, 
we introduce the following difference approximations for the first- and second-order derivatives 
in space, respectively, 
D+Wj = 
Wj+l - Wj 
h > 
3+1 
j = 1,2 ,..., N, (2.3) 
1 
D+D-wj = ___ 
2 1 ~ 
hj+lhj 
wj+l - hjhj+l wj + ----r-wj-1, h, hj 
j=1,2 ,..., N, (2.4) 
where Kj = (hj + hj+1)/2 an d wj = w(yj, t). Denote uj(t) as an approximation of the exact 
solution of (2.1),(2.2) at the grid point (yj, t), j = 0, 1, . . . , N + 1, and let v(t) = (ul(t),uz(t), . . . , 
uN(t)jT. It follows that, by replacing the spatial derivatives by above differences and removing 
higher-order truncation error terms, we arrive at the following system of nonlinear semidiscretized 
equations corresponding to (2.1),(2.2): 
vt(t) = Av(t) + g(v(t)), O<t<T, (2.5) 
v(O) = uo, (2.6) 
where S(v(t)) = (f(ul(t)), $(U2L(t)),...,f(UN(t)))T, uo = (Uo(Yl), ~o(Y~),-~O(YN)~, and 
A E lRNX N is nonsingular. The order of accuracy of (2.2),(2.5) is of one unless hj = h > 0, 
j = 1,2,... , N + 1, in which we have the order two. The formal solution of (2.5),(2.6) can be 
given by 
t 
v(t) = E(tA)vo + 
s 
E((t - ~MM4~)) do, O<t<T, (2.7) 
0 
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where E([A) = exp(EA) is the matrix exponential operator generated. Assume that R:)(z), 
i = 1,2, be desirable rational approximations of the order ri to exp(z), that is, 
exp(Z) = R:)(z) + 0 (zTi+l) , z --+ 0. 
Then a discrete analog of the abstract solution formula (2.7) can be given via the two-stage 
second-order adaptive Rung+Kutta method [6,9] by the following: 
wk 
(1) := fir 
CT (2.8) 
wk (2) := R:~)(T&L$ + T&~)(Tk&Jl, 
wk (3) := R:f)(TkA)w;) + ?-k {(~$)(nA) + (1 - k)@‘(T/&) gl 
+ ((1 - &+‘d) + (2~ - l)$‘(r,,A)) 92)) 
(3) ii&l := Wk , k = 0, 1, . . . , K, 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
where fik iS the approximation of Vk, 0 5 IE < 1, rk > 0, and 
i=1,2, k=O,l,..., K, (2.12) 
i = 2,3, j = 1,2. (2.13) 
It is observed that functions R:‘(Z) , i = 2,3, j = 1,2, possess the same denominator as Rt)( Z) , 
i = 2,3 do. In fact, the linearized formula (2,8)-(2.11) . 1s valid even when A is singular if 
initial approximations Rt)(z) are properly chosen [9]. The algorithm offers a possible access for 
computing the solution of (2.1),(2.2) through a moving grid in time. The stability of the Runge- 
Kutta time integrator is guaranteed when real parts of the eigenvalues of A are nonpositive. 
The temporal discretization parameter rk will be determined through our modified arc-length 
adaptive mechanism during the computation. 
Let A be one of the operations <, I, >, 2, and a, b E WN. We introduce the following 
notations. 
1. aAbmeansaiAbi,i=1,2 ,..., N. 
2. a A Q means ai A CY, i = 1,2,. . . , N, for any given a E Iw. 
3. MONOTONE (CONVERGENCE AND ADAPTIVE MECHANISM 
Consider the followin,g second-order L-acceptable rational approximation with distinct real 
poles (see [4,10] for details): 
R(z) = (1 - tz; ;“1’” bzz) ’ 
where 
bl + b2 + al = 1, 
1 
bl + bz - blb2 = -, 
2 
al,bl,b > 0. 
It follows from the above that bl, bp < l/2. By denoting Al = I - ‘rkblA, A2 = I - rkb2A, we 
may define variations of the rational approximation R, 
Rf) (TkA) = (I + TkaiA) ATIAil, i = 2,3, (3.1) 
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given that Al, AZ are nonsingular for sufficiently small Tk > 0. By substituting (3.1) into (2.13), 
we obtain readily that 
$) (q&l) = (I- blb2TkA) A,lA-’ 2 9 (3.2) 
Ry) (q&i) = Rf) (TkA) , (3.3) 
RF) (T/&i) = 
( 
AI - 6 6 
2 
1 y&A 
> 
AllA;‘, k=O,l,..., K. (3.4) 
Denote tl, = c,“=, ok, and let UuI, = 2](tk), k = 0, 1,2,. . . , K, be the numerical solution of 
(2.5),(2.6) obtained through the adaptive procedure (2.8)-(2.11). We may show that the numer- 
ical solution satisfies the following procedure: 
(1) _ 
wk -k> 
wt2) = Rf) (TkA) WY) + TkRy) (TkA) 91, 
vk:l = Rf) (TkA) Wf’ + Tkpk, 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
where ~0 is the initial vector from (2.6) and 
pk = (&‘(T& + (1 - 2n)Rp)(TkA)) gl + ((1 - +r’(qA) + (26 - l)@)(Td)) g2. 
Replacing the rational approximations in (3.5)-(3.7) by detailed formulae (3.1)-(3.4), respectively, 
we obtain subsequently that 
(l) = Vk 
a,A2:i2) - ’ 
(3.8) 
(I+ a1TkA) Wf) + ‘& (1 - bl62TkA) 91, (3.9) 
&&v/c+1 = (I+ aIT&) wf) + TkA1.&&, k=O,l,..., K. (3.10) 
Note that A is of tridiagonal due to the difference approximations (2.3),(2.4) used. In fact, for 
nonzero elements of A = [ai,jli,jZ1,...,~, we may show that 
aj,j = - (2 + ThjC (?+?/j)) (Tq+2g;hjhj+l)-1 , j=1,2 ,..., iv, 
aj,j+l = (1 + T$c(Tgj)) (Tq+2y;hj+lLj) -’ 7 j=1,2 )...) N-l, 
aj,j-1 = 
( 
rQ+2Yjhjij 7 
1 
-1 
j = 2,3, . . . , N. 
It follows immediately that AlA is of quindiagonal. 
Define 
pk = (I+ amcA) “p) + Tk (I- blb2TkA) 91, 
qk = (I+ a1TkA) Wp) + TkAl&flk. 
Systems (3.8)-(3.10) can be then simplified into the following: 
wk 
(l) = Q., 
Al& (l) = p,, 
(2) = qk’ 
&Wk (2) = J(l), 
Al& (2) 7 &V/c+1 = t,, , k = 0, 1, . . . , K. 
LEMMA 1. Let function C(Z) be continuous on [0, 7.1, and CT = maxo<,<, ICY. If -- 
(i) 0 = 0, or 
(ii) hj < l/(or), j = 1,2,. . . , N + 1, c # 0, 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
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then the rettl parts of the eigenvalues of A are nonpositive. Further, at least one of the real parts 
is negative. 
PROOF. The proof is straightforward according to the Gerschgorin Theorem [ll]. I 
LEMMA 2. Let function c(z) be continuous on [0, T], and o be the same as defined in Lemma 1. 
If 
(i) cr = 0, or 
(ii) hj < l/or, j = 11,2,. . . , N + 1, o # 0, 
then the matrices Al, A2 are monotone and nonsingular. Their inverses are positive. 
PROOF. Let Al = [ai?]i,j=i,,,.,N. It is observed that 
N 
c 
.!l! s 1 
%J ’ 
i = 2,3, . . . , N - 1, 
j=l 
&I, = 1+ - bins (2 + rhlvc (W-v)) _ bl% 
rq+2Y$hvh+1 
> 0. 
j=l r’l+2y;h&NkN 
Therefore, A1 is monotone according to Henrici [4]. The proof for A2 is similar. 
LEMMA 3. Let function c(z) be continuous on [0, T], and c = maxc<,<, ]c(z)]. If - - 
(i) o=O,orhj<l/or,j=1,2 ,..., N+l,o#O, 
(ii) 0 5 w(~),wJ(~) < 1, 
(iii) A&) + g(w(‘)) > 0, 
then 2)k = W(l) < Wc2) .< ?&+I. Thus, the sequence {&} is monotonically increasing. 
PROOF. Recalling the definition of Al, AZ, we have 
AlA? (w (2) - w(l) 
) 
= Tk (I - blb2TkA) (Awl’) + g (w”‘)) , 
AlA:! (?&+I - W12) 
) ( 
= Tk ;I - Tk&bd 
> 
(a - 91). 
It follows that 
A;l (I - blb2TkA) = (1 - b2) AT1 + b21 > 0, O<bz<;, 
A,’ 
(’ 
+/cblb2A = A-~cb A,l+rcb21>0. 
> (2 2> 
Thus, by previous lemmas, we obtain immediately that Vk = w(l) < wc2) < Vk+i and this shows 
the required monotonicity. I 
LEMMA 4. Let function c(z) be continuous on [0, T], and let c = maxc<,<, ]c(z)]. If -- 
0) 
(ii) 1 hlhz, hlv-lhnr < - 2@q+2 ’ 
(iii) there exists a constant cl with 0 < cl < 1 such that 
o=Oorhi<min{h,$}, i=1,2 ,.,., N+1, 
1 1 Cl 
r:24+4y:ghlh2j&&2' r2q’4y~-,?LN-lhN~NhN+1 < ?’ 
To s min 
‘(1 - Ci) 
2t q&(1-4}, 
where E = f(0) and M’ = f(1/2), then for any null vector w(l) we have w(‘) < l/2,$ < 1. 
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PROOF. Let w = (l,l,.. . ,l)T. We first show that w@) < l/2 under the conditions given. 
Denote 
= ;AlA2w - (I + a1~oA)w(‘) - 70 (I - bl&oA) g1 
~{(~-~m)r-~,A+~b1b~~~A(2~I+A)}w. 
It is found that 
1 bl + b2 
s1 = 2 - 1To + T02rq+2y~hl~l 
+ bl b2$ 
2r2q+4yfqhf~lh2 
x [2 + rhlc(ryl) - 2[y;rq+2hlhz] > 0, 
1 s2 Ww; To" = 2 - (70 - 
2r2q+4yyy;h1h2i1i2 8r2q+4y~h1hziilii2 
sj = - - <To > 0, 
2 
j = 3,4,...,N - 2, 
1 hkr; 
sN-1 = 5 - ‘TO - 2r2q+4y~_ly;fr~N-lhNhNhN+1 
x [I+ r~N--lc(~N-l)] [I + rLl\‘c(ryN)] 
1 To” 
’ 2 - ‘TO - 2r2q+4yzp1&N--lhNhNhN+1 
1 bl +b2 
sN = 2 - ‘TO + r02rq+2y&hN+1~N [l + rhNC (ryN)] + 
bl b2T: 
X [l+r&Nc(ay~)] [2+ rhryC(rgN)- 2@q+2y&hNhN+1] > 0. 
The above indicates that AlA2((1/2)w - ~(~1) > 0. Further, the monotonicity of Al, A2 leads to 
the conclusion that (1/2)w - wc2) > 0 and this implies that wc2) < l/2. 
Secondly, we show that vr < 1. It is observed that 
AlAz(w-vl) = A1A2w-(I+al~oA)w (1) -To 
( 
;I+T~(K-l)blbzA gl--7-o 
> ( 
;I - r0Kb1b2A 
> 
g2. 
Recall that wc2) < l/2 and g2 = g(wc2)) < M. Similar to the proof of Lemma 3, we deduce 
that 
A,’ 
( 
;I - T0Kblb2A 
> 
> 0. 
It follows that 
A2 (w - VI) 2 A;’ (I - blTOA) (I - b2T0A) w - ~oA;l 
( 
;I+n&-l)blb2A [w 
> 
-1 - %A1 T0Kb1b2A 
> 
Mw = A,%, 
where 
S = (I - b1ToA) (I - b27oA) - TO ;I+T~(K,-l)blbzA +oKblbaA > 1 MI w 
= { [l - $(M + t)] I - (bl + bz) 7oA + blb&A[A + (KM - ~6 + <)I]} w. 
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Noting that 1 - (KM - KC + <)~~+~yyhlh2 2 1 - Mrq+2hlh2 > 0, we have 
bl + b2 S,=l-?(M+[)+ _ bdmf 
rq+2y;hlhl To + +q+4y~h&h2 
x [2 + rhlc (T~I) - (IEM - /CC + <) rq+2y:hlh2] > 0. 
By the same token, we have 
&=l-$(M+<)- 
Ww,f 
r2Q+4y;y; hl k1 h2k2 
’ l - TcM + ‘) - &2q+4y;:;l&h2~2 
TO 1 
21--(M+<)--cl>O, 
2 4 
Sj=l-;(M+<)>O, j =3,4 ,...,N-2, 
SN-I=+(M+E)- 
bdw: 
r2q+4yiv-ly;&-IhNhivh,v+1 
x [l + &N--lC(TYN-l)] [ 1 + r&c(ry,)] > 1 - T(M + <) - cl > 0, 
Sjv=l--(M+[)+ 
bl + bz 
- Q-O [l + rhzvc (V/N)] + 
blktr: 
x [l + &&yN)] [2 + +vC(rYiv) - (IEM - fit + ~)~q+2Y~hvh+l] > 0, 
and these complete the proof. 
By means of the above lemmas, we have the following. 
I 
THEOREM. Let function C(Z) be continuous on [O,r], and let u = maxo<,<, ICY. Assume that - - 
{v~}~~~ is a solution sequence given by the two-stage scheme (3.11)~(3.13). If 
(i) c = 0, OT hj < l,/~r, j = 1,2,. . . , N + 1, ~7 # 0, 
(ii) Av + g(v) > 0 for v < 1, 
then {Vk)Eo 
(1) forms a monotonically increasing sequence, 
(2) increases monotonically until unity is exceeded by an element of the solution vector, or 
converges to the steady solution of the problem (1.1),(1.2). 
In the latter case, we dlo not have a quenching solution. 
The adaptive grid diistribution over the interval [0, l] is determined by a modified arc-length 
adaptive principal. As stated before, the interval can be partitioned through {yj, j = 0, 1, . . . , N, 
N+l:yo=O,...,N}, can be obtained via following grid equations: 
I 
?lj+1 
5’ j
M(x, t) dx = $ 
I 
1 
Mb, 4 dxc, O<jlN, 
0 
under a proper smoothness process. The sdaptism in time can be achieved through a similar 
approach as in [6]. 
4. ERROR CONTROL AND STOPPING CRITERION 
It has been essential to estimate the computational error development during the calculation. 
The information obtained is not only used for determining the time to stop, but also for optimizing 
the computation procedures. Practically, an error estimate formula for monitoring the local 
relative error at each time step is widely adopted. In this paper, we consider a Milne-like device for 
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achieving so. The error assessment obtained is then used to help update temporal discretization 
parameters rk and constructing a reasonable stopping criteria. 
There are two frequently used error controlling strategies over the local error for a given 
tolerance E > 0. One is the error control per step, while the other is the error control per 
unit step including the standard Milne device [ll]. Most of the traditional methods, including 
the Mime device, is not suitable to be used directly for adaptive time-step methods due to the 
fact that they require executing two numerical methods at the same time over a nonuniform grid. 
Based on the fact that nonuniform grids spread both in time and space directions in our appli- 
cations, we adopt a Milne-like mechanism for the local error estimate. Let uk be the numerical 
solution of (2.1),(2.2) obtained through (3.11)-(3.13) at the time level tk, 0 < k 5 K. Then the 
local error for computing @+i at tk+i = tk + r is defined as 
‘L1 (tk + T) - t&+1 = ?- ‘+‘q (tk, ‘thk) + 0 (Tp+2) , O<k<K, (4.1) 
where p > 0 is the order of accuracy, tl[r is the principal error function, and u(t) is the exact 
solution of (2.1),(2.2). 
Now, instead of r, we choose r/2 and repeat the computation. It follows that for the new 
solution &+I at tk + 7, we have 
(4.2) 
where for the positive constant c, c = O(1). Subtracting (4.2) from (4.1), we find readily that 
TPflQ (tk,Uk) = ck+l - uk+l 1 - (+w+l) + 0 (,p+2> . 
It follows, therefore, 
u(tk+T)--‘1Lk+l = 
1 
1 _ (c,2p+1) (ck+l - uk+l) + 0 (7”‘“) 
1 
= 1 - (c/2p+‘) (ck+l - uk+l) > 
O<k<K. 
(4.3) 
Given 6 > 0. An error control per unit step approach is to require that the local error K satisfies 
n 5 76, 
where 
originates in (4.3). By evaluating IE, we decide whether uk+l is an acceptable approximation. If 
not, the computed solution at time step k + 1 is rejected: we go back to uk and pick a smaller T. 
Moreover, if n is significantly smaller than 76, we take this as an indication that the time step is 
too small and may be increased. Based on the above criterion, we may further predict a suitable 
step size to be used in the next step computation. Note that the local error of a next step solution 
will follow: 
‘Ii (tk+l + %w) - ‘llk+2 = 7 ,“,+,‘* (tk+l,Uk+l) + 0 (Tn”e”w”). 
According to (4.3), we may assume that ?&+I = ?& + O(r). An appropriate differentiability of 
the principal error function suggests the estimate 
Q (tk+l, uk+l) = * (tk,Uk) + o(T). 
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With the observation, we predict that 
6 llbfl) 
7 new = 7 ; 
0 
An actual time step to use is determined through a combination of the above error control per 
unit step criterion and a modified arc-length mechanism. The combination can also help in 
building a proper stopping criterion for the quenching computation. 
It is observed that while quench has not occurred, the numerical solution via (3.11)-(3.13) 
converges and the computational error is mainly contributed from the truncation error and re- 
mains smooth. When t:he quench is about to occur, however, the computational error changes 
dramatically, especially when tk is sufficiently close to the quenching time. Any standard control 
criterion may break down during this stage. The reasons are as follows. 
(1) As tk is getting closer and closer to the quenching time, a sharp change in the derivative 
of the physical solution u starts. This demands tinier and tinier step sizes to be acquired 
and used according to a standard error feedback controller. The demand soon becomes 
impractical due to the increase of the computational cost and rounding error, thus, the 
controller fails. 
(2) The physical solution breaks down at the quenching time and becomes undefined. A 
numerical solution becomes unsteady, or blow-up, near the quenching point and does not 
make any sense att that point. This may generates an uncontrollable error. 
The actual stopping criterion we considered is as follows. 
1. If llzLkllcx, > 1, then we denote t&1 as-the computational quenching time and stop the 
computation. 
2. Let rk = ek/ek-1 be the error ratio, where ek = II& - uklloo is the error reference at 
time tk. If rk > ,A where X is a controlling constant determined through the combination 
of the aforementioned error analysis and the arc-length criterion X >> 1, then denote tl, as 
the computational quenching time and stop the computation. 
3. Otherwise, stop when tk = T. 
5. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS 
Let N = 79 for the normalized interval [0, 11. We consider the initial spatial step size h = l/80 
in the space, with the initial temporal step being TO = 0.001 in our experiments. 
Consider the following degenerate semilinear initial-boundary value problem: 
x 9 w = uxx -I mx + (1 iu)@ 7 O<x<r, O<t<T, q10, e>o, (5.1) 
u(x,O) = 0, 0 < x < r; u(O,t)=u(r,t)=O, O<t<T. (5.2) 
We only need to consider the case with 0 = 1 and other cases are similar. The function c is 
taken to be b/(1 + x) and b/x, respectively, where b is a constant. We note that in the latter 
case, the function c beclomes unbounded while x --) O+ and this causes slight perturbation at the 
left end of the interval [O, l] in the numerical solution. However, the amplitude of this oscillation 
decreases and under control as the computation continuous. 
For the standard quenching problem (5.1),(5.2), we wish to predict the critical length rq,c and 
quenching time Tq+ while computing the numerical solution, should they exist and be finite. 
Figures 1 and 2 show profiles of the derivative function ut during the final stages before blowing 
up. The paramete; q = 1 and interval length r = 7r are used. Functions at ten different time levels 
from 0.7434 to 0.7443 are displayed. The maximal value of the derivative function ut increases 
monotonically but rapidly from 18.0961 when t = 0.7434 to 82.5939 as t reaches 0.7443. The 
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Figure 1. The profile of the function ut (q = 1, c = b/(1 +z), b = -2, T = 3.14159). 
We plot the numerical solution at ten selected locations immediately before the 
quenching time to show the change of the solution and the blow-up of the derivative 
function. 
I 1  I I 
I I I I 
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 
3.5 
X 
Figure 2. The blow-up of the function ut (q = 1, c = b/(l+z), b = -2, r = 3.14159). 
The derivative function immediately before quench, at the same time levels as in the 
previous figure, is plotted. We observe that the amplitude of the derivative function 
increases rapidly as it approaches the quenching time. 
Quenching Problems 
Table 1. Maximal values of ut(z, t) and their locations. Sharp increases of the 
function can be observed during the final stage of computations (q = 1, c(z) = 
b/(1 + I), b = --2, T = n). 
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location of the maximal v,alue in the space is approximately 1.2570 which is slightly shifted to the 
left from the center of the interval. In Table 1, we show locations of max, Q(Z, t) immediately 
before quenching. The predicted quenching time in the case is T,,, = 0.7443+. In Figure 3, we 
show the profile of the solution u during the same stage before quenching. Values of max, ~(2, t) 
tends to the unity monotonically and steadily. We have maxz,t<e.r44s = 0.991742 in Figure 3. 
Same set of parameters as in previous graphs are used. To see more precisely the shape of solution 
u, we darken the area under u, 0 < x < r. We note that since that the coefficient function used, 
C(X) = -2/(1 tx), is bounded throughout the computation, both the solution u and its derivative 
areE smooth until quench is reached. 
“0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 
Figure 3. The profile of the numerical solution u immediately before quench (q = 1, 
c = b/(1 +x), b = -2, r = 3.14159), t = 0.7442. To see more precisely the shape of 
the solution, here we purposely darken the area topped by the solution u, 0 < 2 < 1. 
Figure 4 is devoted tlo the distribution of the spatial step sizes immediately before quench 
occurs. In the first picture, we plot the diagram as the lengths of 80 spatial grids used. The 
height of each vertical bar is given by the step size hi, 1 I i < 80. We find that the step size 
reduces rapidly when it gets closer to the quenching location. The step sizes resume slightly at 
the predicted quenching location due to the influence of the cubic spline approximation used in 
between different time levels. The second graph in Figure 4 displays the same distribution by 
plotting grid references (xi, hi+l), i = 0, 1, . . . , 80, in the same map. We may observe again that 
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Figure 4. The spatial grid distributions at t = 0.7443 (q = 1, C(X) = b/(1 + I), b = 
-2, r = 3). The first picture is the distribution against n, while the second is plotted 
against 2. 
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Figure 5. The profile of the function ut (q = 0.2, c = bjx, b = 0.4, T = 3.14159). We 
plot the numerical solution at ten selected locations immediately before the quenching 
time to show the change of the solution and the blow-up of the derivative function. 
Small perturbations, due to the unboundedness of the coefficient function c, are 
visible near the left boundary. 
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Figure 6. The blow-up of the function ut (4 = 0.2, c = b/x, b = 0.4, T = 3.14159). 
The derivative function immediately before quench, at the same time levels as in 
Figure 4, is plotted. We also note the oscillations at the left-end point. The amplitude 
of oscillation decreases rapidly during the computation. 
Table 2. Maximal values of ut(z, t) and their locations. Sharp increases of the 
function can be observed during the final stage of computations (q = 0.2, c(x) = b/x, 
b = 0.4, r = n). 
t Xmax maxz 2lt t Xmax rnax, ut t GW.X ma ut 
0.5720 1.335 21.2765 0.5724 1.335 28.5837 0.5728 1.335 64.3619 
0.5722 1.335 24.0991 0.5726 1.335 37.0148 0.5729 1.335 280.586 
mesh points are well distributed according to the profile of ut, which are exhibited in Figures 1 
and 2. 
Figures 5 and 6 are for numerical experiments when a different coefficient function C(X) = 0.4/z, 
together with q = 0.2, r = n are employed. Again, the derivative function ut in the final stage 
is displayed. The function is plotted in ten different time levels with the stage as t varies from 
0.5578 to 0.5587. The maximal value max, ut (2, t) tends to infinite as t approaches T4,C which is 
approximately 0.5729’. in the case. The computed maximal value of the derivative function ut 
immediately before quenching is about 280.586. More detailed information can be found in 
Table 2. 
A relatively mild oscillation is observed near the left end z = 0. The phenomenon is due to 
the fact that the boundedness condition needed for our analyses in Section 3 does not hold for 
the function C(X) = 0.4/z. In this situation, we have (T = maxg<zsr [c(z)1 = co. The appearance 
of such oscillation does not affect our computation and, in fact, the perturbation reduces its 
strength continuously and almost disappears as t approaches TQ,C (see Figures 5 and 6). 
In Table 3, we present values of the error ratio ek/ek-i, k = 1,. . . , K, for a quenching case with 
c(z) = -2/(1+x). Parameters q = 1, r = 5 are used. Predicted quenching time Tq,c x 0.739201+. 
We observe that the ratio remains to be well bounded before the quenching time and increases 
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Table 3. The evolution of the error ratio function ek/ek-r in a quenching case (4 = 1, 
c(z) = b/(1 + I), b = -2, r = 5). It is observed, as predicted, the ratio blows up as 
t - Tq,c. 
tk eklek-1 tk ek/ek-1 tk eklek-1 tk ek/ek-1 
0.209500 1 0.999104 0.500509 1 0.996062 0.710001 1.00061 0.739001 1.00334 
1 0.300500 1 0.999104 1 0.600017 1 0.996971 I 0.720001 1.00071 0.739101 1.00335 I I 
0.400038 0.999937 1 0.700001 1 1.000460 0.730001 1.00104 0.739201 243.771 
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Figure 7. Profiles of the error ration e,(q = 1, c = b/(1 + z), b = -2, r = 5 (top), 
r = 0.5 (bottom)). Though at the beginning the error ratio seems to be disturbed 
by the start-up of the adaptive procedure in space, it runs smoothly afterwards. 
The ratio blows up in the quenching case, while it stays steady in the nonquenching 
situation. 
abruptly when quenching time is reached. This provides an obvious stopping criterion as we 
discussed earlier in Section 4. Figure 7 further illustrates such stopping criterion. In the graph, 
we plot out the error ratio ek/ek-i while the computational advice goes by. The particular cases, 
quenching and nonquenching cases, are considered. For the quenching case (the first graph), 
this ratio remains nearly as constant 1 and does not change much until quenching occurs. At 
this point, it suddenly jumps from 1.00335 to 243.771 and this indicates the break down of the 
numerical computation. The same ratio remains steady in the second graph for the nonquenching 
case. 
From the above experiments, we may conclude the following. 
1. The two stage adaptive grid scheme is highly efficient and accurate for solving the nonlinear 
quenching problem. The systems of equations developed with nonsingular tridiagonal 
coefficient matrices are relatively simple to solve and numerically stable. The adaptive 
mechanism works smoothly throughout the computation. 
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2. The two stage method developed is also reliable. This is not only because the adaptive 
mechanism both in space and time is employed, but also due to the fact that the stopping 
criterion is built based on error analysis. The numerical solution well follows the pattern 
of the physical solution. With the help of the adaptism in space, quenching activities in 
spatial directions can be more precisely monitored. This is, in fact, difficult to achieve 
for time-only adaptive grid algorithms studied in our earlier papers for solving quenching 
problems with q = 0. 
3. The adaptive grid structure can be conveniently extended for solving multidimensional 
quenching problems defined in rectangular spatial domains. We may predict that the 
methdd of dimensional splitting can be employed to further simplify the computational 
procedure. In this case, the quenching critical length will be replaced by the critical index 
which combines both the physical size information and geometric pattern factor of the 
spatial domain involved. 
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